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Approx. 400,000 working-age people with disabilities in BC
 Experience 20% lower employment rate

 Comparable education levels 

 PwD caseload of 100,189, increased by over 100% since 2000 (growing 5x 
faster than working-age population)

Minister’s Council on Employment and Accessibility (2012)

Policy challenges: low employment
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Policy challenges: low income
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BC offers a progressive system of supports for its Persons with 
Disabilities (PwD) assistance recipients:

 Portability of medical benefits into employment

 Retention of PwD status through transitions into and out of work

 Generous earnings exemption, that can be applied annually

Only 16.3 per cent of BC’s growing population of PwDs take advantage 
of the earnings disregard.

 Clients and their advisers find the disability income system difficult 
to navigate, resulting in financial anxiety about losing benefits 
while in work.

Why an income calculator?
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 “Fear of losing benefits by people with disabilities and their 
families” one of the “top” problems and causes contributing to low 
rates of employment for people with disabilities. 

Minister’s Council on Employment and Accessibility 

2012 Action Plan Framework for the Minister of Social Development

 “The service delivery model requires that an applicant have a high 
level of functioning and understanding of the eligibility rules and 
application process to access services.” 

2014 Auditor General report on disability assistance 

 Improving information and communication of existing supports is a 
low-cost method to promote social and economic inclusion of 
PwDs and help meet BC’s labour shortfalls forecast to 2022.

Information shortfalls for case managers and their PwD 
assistance clients
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Work with the Disability Alliance of BC, Turn2Us and Back in Motion 
(Avia Employment Services) to…
…develop a state of the art income calculator site and app including 

• options to make “better off in work” total income estimates for 
specific job opportunities

• a personal account function to help clients tally their earnings 
exemption totals

…train WorkBC Centre staff to use it with PwD clients
…monitor outcomes over 12 months for impacts on: 

• Financial security
• Willingness and motivation to pursue employment opportunities 

and 
• Medium- to long-term employment outcomes

Lessons learned will include:
• practical implications for employment services
• better understanding of the information needs of PwD clients
• capacity for expansion to different client groups

What will the Calculator BC project achieve?
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• Convene advisory group

• Fieldwork: case manager interviews and PwD client focus groups

• Build up Calculator BC website specification based on consultation

• Develop algorithms, program rules, user pathway that will underlie 
Calculator function for inclusion by the website developer

• Hire website developer through fair and transparent process

• Develop and test website

• Recruit sites for calculator evaluation: allocate to program and control 
conditions.

• Run program for at least one calendar year to permit estimates of initial 
impacts

• Analyse and report impacts on employment status and earnings over 
time, financial security, attitudes with respect to willingness to try out 
and persist with employment 
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Project stages



• 11 case manager interviews (BC wide) 

• 21 PwD clients in 2 focus groups (Vancouver/Coquitlam).

• Advised on:
• nature and position of problem;

• technical information/content; 

• accessibility features; 

• usability. 

• Recommendations:
• one-stop shop; 

• opportunities for Q&As; 

• periodicity: month-by-month with ability to track;

• present same info in different formats (printability);

• separate income comparisons for in-work and out-of-work scenarios;

• “what next?” options;

• address mistrust (tool=“a friend”);

• as simple as possible (app/mobile compatible website).
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Fieldwork in 2016: findings in brief



Technically [there is information available]. Practically it’s not easy to use it. 
So technically you can go to the Ministry of Social Development, take a 
number, stay in line, ask the question. But they always talk fast, they give 
you general stuff, and if you don’t know exactly the things you need to ask, 
you don’t get the right answer. There’s no place where you can just click a 
few times and get exactly what you can get, what you’re entitled to, 
according to your situation.

I do piece work, and I have my counselor asking me “Well, what are your 
earnings? How much is your earning exemption?”…So a very smart fellow on 
my behalf advocating for me went online, could not find a simple…answer 

You’ve got to keep track…like I say, I’m not good with numbers too 
sometimes, and sometimes I just go, “Oh, well, I missed,” and then at the 
end they take it off and you’re just like: “What happened?”
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Client quotes



A lot of people don’t even know they are eligible for [various benefits].

It’s more challenging because [the cap] is not monthly any more. I have a 
case where a client all of the sudden didn’t get a cheque [because she 
went over the cap] in October. If you’re not well versed in budgeting, we 
can do the best we can, but if we’re keeping the file open for 24 weeks, 
then come October (…), the file is closed.”

I’ve had clients who were just like, ‘it sounds too complicated, I can’t 
handle it, I’ll just be comfortable sitting on the PWD’.

They’re often concerned they’ll be cut off if they start working full time, 
and then if they’re working there is confusion if they’ll still (…) access their 
medications, and so there’s fear around [that].

I often refer them to call the income assistance office directly. The reason 
why I do that is because I don’t have the exact number crunching 
calculator in front of me, I don’t have the right tools to (…) give them a 
solid number. 
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Case manager quotes



I think it would be a very good service if I could say to everybody, ‘you’re 
looking at entering the workforce part-time and if you ever do reach this 
amount, here is what would happen to your benefits.’ It would be great if I 
could just turn the computer around and say to them ‘I can print this off for 
you so that you can see what would happen to your medical and dental. And 
if you work [full time] and if in 6 months you have a break down again (…) 
what would happen.’ 

… that piece is hard for people to connect: what’s happening today and how 
it’s going to affect [them] 60 days from now.

I think that this calculator, this app, it can really break down stigmas within 
the disability community. And that it can be seen not as a challenge, but a 
good tool to be able to access.
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Case manager quotes
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Translation to requirements (1)

Accessible, easy to use web income and benefit calculator application : 

• Estimating current income entitlements based on user-entered data to 
calculate eligibilities. Highlight available range of potential income sources 
(customized to the user) from provincial, federal and tax sources and the 
extent to which that income would impact eligibility for PWD benefits

• Providing options to enter defining details of job opportunities (hours, 
wages, pay periods)

• Being able to generate hypothetical “what if?” scenarios and “better-off-
in-work” total income estimations for each job opportunity

• Trigger personalized announcements (in terms on content and timing) 
that improve understanding of components of income and highlight 
available supports

/contd.
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Translation to requirements (2)

• Provide a real time personal account function so that clients can tally 
their earnings (as they are reported). The website will generate running 
totals applicable against their annual earnings exemption and inform 
clients when their earnings reach levels that affect their eligibility for 
benefits

• Displaying simple illustrations of the contributions made by income 
sources 

Cross-browser / platform support and mobile support capabilities 

Readily accessible admin function with built-in means to update key benefit 
calculation parameters 

Security for the application website and protection of data
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Translation to requirements
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Put simply…

The main application (website) will be separate from, but interactive with, the 
“benefit calculator engine.” e.g. the Web application would hold the questions, 
and turn the answers into variables. The Web application sends the variables to 
the engine to perform the complex logic calculations. The engine would return the 
answers to the main application. 
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Hiring the website developer

• Only one response from RFP issued 25 May 2016 but it did not meet quality threshold.

• Feedback from other interested companies suggested budget and timeline were too 
restrictive (>8 months development time required).

• Lifting budget and deadline ceiling in RFP that was re-issued 14 July 2016 yielded four 
responses. Two met quality threshold.

• Unsuccessful amendment request for budget increase to cover higher-than-forecast 
developer costs. 

• SRDC redoubled efforts to restrict design specification to fit original scope and develop

all content that will 

underlie the Calculator 

function. Experimented 

with BCIT student team

in Fall 2016 to develop

initial user interface.

• During spring 2017, engaged

top-scoring developer to 

Finalize a contract based on 

new specification in late 

May 2017.

Disability income in British Columbia



January 2018

to December 2018

October 2017 WorkBC Centres sign up to join project

Program Group:

WorkBC Centre managers begin 
Calculator induction with PwD 

clients

Case managers use 
calculator to establish 

current and future 
income scenarios with 

clients. Use is promoted 
in all program WorkBC 
Centre settings and by 

client at home

SRDC tracks clients with 
surveys and admin data, 

interviews case 
managers

Control Group:

WorkBC Centre managers conduct 
surveys with PwD clients

Business as 
usual 

supporting 
clients access 

to employment
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Revised evaluation plan for Calculator BC

January 2019

Differences in client 
outcomes over time 

attributable to 
calculator

Analysis for final 
report by 

January 31  
2019

Random Assignment
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Project outcomes

Immediate
Clients report less financial anxiety
Clients report increased financial security

Short-term
Clients engage in job search more frequently
Clients use more employment services*
Clients are more often employed

Longer-term
Clients spend more time in employment 
Clients experience increases in income and in specific income components, 
notably earnings
Fewer overpayments*
Clients report higher self-efficacy and self esteem 
Better client employment outcomes
High life satisfaction

Outcomes measured using surveys except where marked *=administrative data
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Project legacy

The project will produce:

• a set of findings about participation and impacts 

• recommendations for future calculator sites

• core metrics to help determine whether there is a business case for the 
calculator as a cost-effective means to achieve government objectives

• example tool for possible re-deployment 

Report, webinar and presentations geared to:

• MSDSI policy audiences

• Other provincial governments facing information challenges in delivering 
policies and programs effectively


